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Sensitization of Pain-Modulating Neurons in the Rostral
Ventromedial Medulla after Peripheral Nerve Injury
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Nerve injury can lead to mechanical hypersensitivity in both humans and animal models, such that innocuous touch produces pain.
Recent functional studies have demonstrated a critical role for descending pain-facilitating influences from the rostral ventromedial
medulla (RVM) in neuropathic pain, but the underlying mechanisms and properties of the relevant neurons within the RVM are essen-
tially unknown. We therefore characterized mechanical responsiveness of physiologically characterized neurons in the RVM after spinal
nerve ligation, a model of neuropathic pain that produces robust mechanical hyperalgesia and allodynia. RVM neurons were studied 7–14
d after spinal nerve ligation, and classified as “on-cells,” “off-cells,” or “neutral cells” using standard criteria of changes in firing
associated with heat-evoked reflexes. On-cells are known to promote nociception, and off-cells to suppress nociception, whereas the role
of neutral cells in pain modulation remains an open question. Neuronal and behavioral responses to innocuous and noxious mechanical
stimulation were tested using calibrated von Frey filaments (4 –100 g) applied to the hindpaws ipsilateral and contralateral to the injury,
and in sham-operated and unoperated control animals. On- and off-cells recorded in nerve-injured animals exhibited novel responses to
innocuous mechanical stimulation, and enhanced responses to noxious mechanical stimulation. Neuronal hypersensitivity in the RVM
was correlated with behavioral hypersensitivity. Neutral cells remained unresponsive to cutaneous stimulation after nerve injury. These
data demonstrate that both on- and off-cells in the RVM are sensitized to innocuous and noxious mechanical stimuli after nerve injury.
This sensitization likely contributes to allodynia and hyperalgesia of neuropathic pain states.
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Introduction
Pain after nerve injury has long been explained by increased ex-
citability of primary afferents and sensitization of dorsal horn
nociceptive circuits (Campbell and Meyer, 2006). However,
more recent behavioral studies have revealed that brainstem
modulatory systems such as the rostral ventromedial medulla
(RVM) also play a critical role. Although the RVM can facilitate
or suppress nociception, inactivation of this region interferes
with the mechanical allodynia and hyperalgesia considered cen-
tral manifestations of neuropathic pain. This indicates that the
facilitating outflow from the RVM is dominant after nerve injury
(Pertovaara et al., 1996) (for review, see Porreca et al., 2002;
Fields et al., 2005).

RVM neurons are functionally heterogeneous, and we have
only limited understanding of the cellular and network proper-
ties of RVM neurons that might be relevant to neuropathic pain.
Only a few studies have examined how nerve injury influences
neuronal responsiveness in the RVM, and these studies failed to
identify changes in either basal or noxious-evoked discharge of
RVM neurons (Luukko and Pertovaara, 1993; Pertovaara and

Wei, 2000; Pertovaara et al., 2001). This may have been at least in
part because the neurons recorded were not functionally charac-
terized. An approach based on current understanding of func-
tionally distinct populations of RVM neurons and their role in
bidirectional control from the RVM might therefore clarify how
this region contributes to nerve injury pain.

We considered three populations of neurons that can be iden-
tified in the RVM based on physiological and pharmacological
properties (Fields et al., 2005; Heinricher and Ingram, 2007). One
population, “off-cells,” inhibits nociceptive processing, and these
neurons are characterized by an abrupt decrease in firing just
before the occurrence of nocifensive reflexes such as the heat-
evoked tail flick response. “On-cells” display a sudden increase in
activity beginning just before nocifensive reflexes, and are now
recognized to promote nociception. The remaining neurons are
termed “neutral cells” and show no reflex-related changes in fir-
ing. In lightly anesthetized animals, activation of off-cells leads to
thermal hypoalgesia, and selective activation of on-cells produces
thermal hyperalgesia (Heinricher and Tortorici, 1994; Hein-
richer et al., 1994; Heinricher and Neubert, 2004; Neubert et al.,
2004). A shift in the balance of RVM circuitry such that on-cell
activity predominates over that of off-cells mediates the facilitat-
ing influence of the RVM in acute inflammation (Kincaid et al.,
2006; Xu et al., 2007), and indirect evidence points to on-cells as
specifically involved in allodynia and hyperalgesia after nerve in-
jury (Kovelowski et al., 2000; Porreca et al., 2001). There is also
evidence that serotonergic neurons, usually considered a subset
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of neutral cells, contribute to nociceptive modulation in abnor-
mal pain states (Suzuki et al., 2004).

On-cells or neutral cells could thus contribute to allodynia
and hyperalgesia after nerve injury, and the goal of the present
study was to characterize the mechanical responsiveness of iden-
tified RVM neurons after nerve injury. We now demonstrate that
both on- and off-cells in the RVM display novel activation and
prolonged responses to mechanical stimulation after nerve in-
jury, and that this activation is associated with behavioral
hypersensitivity.

Materials and Methods
All experimental procedures followed the guidelines of the Committee
for Research and Ethical Issues of the International Association for the
Study of Pain (Zimmermann, 1983), and were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at Oregon Health & Science
University. The experiments were performed in male Sprague Dawley
rats (Taconic, Germantown, NY) weighing between 250 and 350 g. Three
groups of rats were studied. The first underwent an L5 and L6 spinal
nerve ligation to generate a model of nerve injury pain (Kim and Chung,
1992). The second group had sham surgery. The third group comprised
unoperated controls that were not anesthetized and had no surgery be-
fore the day of microelectrode recording.

Spinal nerve ligation procedure. Left L5 and L6 nerve roots were tightly
ligated using 4.0 silk suture, according to the Chung model (Kim and
Chung, 1992), as follows. Anesthesia was induced and maintained with
isoflurane. Using sterile technique, the paraspinal muscles were incised
and the anterior portion of the pelvic rim was exposed. The L6 nerve root
was mobilized from under the anterior lip of the pelvis and tightly ligated.
The L5 transverse process was removed, and the L5 nerve root identified
and ligated proximal to its union with the L4 root. Sham rats were anes-
thetized, and the skin and left paraspinal muscles incised, but no addi-
tional dissection was undertaken. Rats were monitored after surgery for
gross motor deficit, and a small number were killed for this reason.

Behavioral testing before electrophysiological studies. The development
of mechanical allodynia in animals subjected to spinal nerve ligation was
documented before the electrophysiological recording session. With-
drawal threshold to von Frey filaments was measured before surgery and
again 7–10 d afterward, and at the same times in unoperated controls.
After a 1 h accommodation period (10 � 20 cm cage with a wire mesh
floor), von Frey filaments were applied to the lateral plantar surface of the
left (ipsilateral to injury) and right (contralateral to injury) hindpaws.
Filaments of increasing force were applied (0.6 up to 100 g, with 60 and
100 g considered noxious and lower forces innocuous) until the paw was
withdrawn (a brisk intentional lifting of the foot from the stimulus, not
associated with gait initiation). The withdrawal threshold was defined as
the minimum force eliciting a withdrawal on two of three trials. Nerve-
injured animals with withdrawal thresholds �2 g, and sham-operated
rats with thresholds �8 g ipsilateral to the procedures were not studied
electrophysiologically. Thermal threshold was not tested in awake
sessions.

Electrophysiological studies. Microelectrode recording was combined
with behavioral testing in lightly anesthetized rats 7–14 d (average, 10 d)
after surgery. Anesthesia was induced with pentobarbital (60 mg/kg, i.p.).
The external jugular vein was catheterized for subsequent administration
of a short-acting anesthetic and the animal placed in a stereotactic frame.
A small craniotomy was drilled over the cerebellum to allow access to the
RVM (1.5–2.3 mm caudal to interaural, within 0.3 mm of midline). Body
temperature was maintained at �37°C by a circulating water pad.

A strict anesthetic protocol was necessary because the responsiveness
and activity of RVM neurons are influenced by anesthetic fluctuations
(Jinks et al., 2004). A continuous infusion of methohexital was used to
maintain a constant level of light anesthesia. The dose of methohexital
(30 – 60 mg � kg �1 � h �1, i.v.; mean � SEM, 45.1 � 1.4 mg � kg �1 � h �1)
was adjusted so that the animal was resting without signs of discomfort,
but light enough that a brisk withdrawal from a 100 g or lower von Frey
fiber was present in sham-operated and unoperated animals and on the
side contralateral to the ligation in nerve-injured animals. Mean thresh-

old for withdrawal from heat applied to the plantar surface of the left
(ipsilateral) foot at this anesthetic plane was 45.6 � 0.6°C, and was not
significantly different among groups. The electrophysiological study was
not begun until at least 2.5 h after initial pentobarbital induction, and
when the methohexital infusion rate had been unchanged for a mini-
mum of 45 min. Stability of the anesthetic level was further validated by
monitoring heart rate, and data were collected only when it was stable.

Cell activity was recorded extracellularly using stainless-steel elec-
trodes (Frederick Haer, Brunswick, ME) plated with gold followed by
platinum black. The microelectrode signal was amplified (10k), bandpass
filtered (100 Hz to 5 kHz), displayed on an oscilloscope, and digitized
(Spike 2; CED, Cambridge, UK). Bilateral hindleg flexor electromyogram
(EMG) was used to detect and quantify withdrawal responses to the von
Frey fiber and thermal stimulation. The ankle was extended to allow
access to the planter region for both the thermal and mechanical stimuli.
A mechanical withdrawal reflex was elicited by placing a von Frey fiber on
the lateral plantar surface of the foot (8 s). The most sensitive spot of the
foot was determined before starting to collect neuronal activity. This was
typically located in the web between the second and third toes, or just
proximal. The thermal withdrawal threshold was determined using con-
tact heat from a Peltier device. The temperature of the plantar surface of
the paw was ramped from a resting temperature of 35–53°C at 1.5°C/s.
The von Frey filament or heat stimulator was removed from the foot on
occurrence of a reflexive withdrawal.

Once a neuron was isolated and characterized as an on-cell, off-cell, or
neutral cell, the following experimental protocol was initiated. Three or
more thermal noxious stimuli were applied to the left, ipsilateral paw at
intervals of at least 5 min. Then three or more trials of mechanical stim-
ulation were applied to the hindpaws (left and right) at each force (4, 6, 8,
10, 15, 26, 60, 100 g) in an ascending manner. The beginning of each trial
(thermal or mechanical) was timed such that any neuronal response
from the previous trial had returned to a period of inactivity (on-cells) or
an active phase (off-cells). Thus, for on-cells, a trial was not begun until
the neuron had been silent for a minimum of 10 s. For off-cells, the trial
was not begun until the cell entered and remained in an active phase for
at least 10 s. Because of previously described spontaneous cycling be-
tween active and inactive states of on- and off-cells (Barbaro et al., 1989;
Heinricher et al., 1989) this typically required a period of 3–5 min be-
tween trials, although much longer intertrial intervals were sometimes
necessary. Up to four protocols were performed per animal, on a single
electrode pass, and in some cases two neurons were recorded
simultaneously.

Histology. Recording sites were marked with an electrolytic lesion at
the conclusion of the experiment. The rat was killed with an overdose of
methohexital, and perfused with 10% formalin. The locations of all the
studied neurons were reconstructed and plotted on standardized sec-
tions (Fig. 1). Cells located outside the RVM were excluded from the
study.

Analysis. Spikes were sorted off-line (Spike 2), and a periflick time
histogram generated around the thermal noxious stimulus. This was
used to verify the classification of the neuron as an on-cell (a burst of
reflex-related activity when the heat stimulus was applied during a silent
period), an off-cell (a pause of at least 1 s beginning before the reflex
when the heat stimulus was applied during an active period), or a neutral
cell (no change in activity) as originally described by Fields et al. (1983).
The basal firing rate was measured as the number of spikes in the first 4
min of the recording, before any stimulation. The peak firing rate was
measured for on-cells for each trial, using 1 s bins beginning at the burst
onset (thermal- or mechanical-evoked). The on-cell burst duration was
measured from the first spike of the burst until the last spike before a
silent period lasting at least 1 s. The duration of the off-cell pause was
measured from the last spike before the paw withdrawal to the first spike
after the behavioral withdrawal. For neutral cells, perievent time histo-
grams were generated around the onset of the thermal or mechanical
stimulus. To verify the absence of a stimulus-related change in firing rate
in these neurons, spike count in the 10 s before stimulus onset was com-
pared with that during the stimulus and in the 10 s after the filament was
removed.

The minimum von Frey fiber force that elicited a paw withdrawal for
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each hindpaw was determined from the EMG and by careful observation
at the time of each stimulus. The latency from the onset of the thermal or
mechanical stimulus to the paw withdrawal as seen in the EMG record
was measured. The magnitude of the withdrawal was estimated from the
EMG, which was rectified and smoothed (0.05 s). The EMG waveform
was then averaged over three trials at each von Frey force, and the area
under the curve was determined. For heat stimulation, the temperature
at which the paw withdrawal reflex occurred was measured for each
thermal noxious trial, and an average threshold was determined for each
animal.

Data are presented as mean � SE. A value of p � 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. In general, paw withdrawal thresholds (von Frey
fiber forces) were compared using nonparametric statistics (Kruskal–
Wallis ANOVA by ranks, Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test). Reflex latencies
and magnitudes, ongoing and peak firing rates, and burst and pause
durations were compared parametrically (ANOVA followed by New-
man–Keuls or Dunnett’s post hoc tests, and t tests).

Results
Similarity of RVM neuron responses to thermal or
mechanical noxious stimuli in control animals
Whether the on-cell/off-cell/neutral cell classification applies to
reflexes evoked by mechanical as well as thermal noxious stimu-
lation has been controversial (Ellrich et al., 2000; Schnell et al.,
2002; Mason, 2005). It was therefore necessary to characterize the
mechanical responsiveness of these neurons in control animals
before evaluating their responses to tactile stimulation after nerve
injury. On-, off-, and neutral cells were identified in sham-
operated and unoperated animals using the standard criteria re-
lated to heat-evoked withdrawal (Fields et al., 1983). Responses of
those same neurons during paw withdrawal evoked by mechan-
ical stimulation of the plantar surface of the paw using a 100 g von
Frey fiber were then characterized, and compared with those seen
during heat-evoked behaviors.

As shown in the example of an on-cell and off-cell recorded
simultaneously (Fig. 2), reflex-related changes in cell firing were
comparable whether the paw withdrawal was evoked by heat (Fig.

2A) or by the noxious mechanical stimulus (Fig. 2B,C). All on-
cells tested displayed a burst in activity to mechanical noxious
stimulation (n � 17). Moreover, peak firing rate associated with
stimulation of the left hindpaw was similar whether mechanical
or thermal stimulation was used to evoke the paw withdrawal
(von Frey stimulation, 12.2 � 3.0 Hz; heat stimulation, 12.5 � 2.8
Hz). Mechanical stimulation of the contralateral (right) foot pro-
duced comparable activation of the neurons (10.6 � 0.9 Hz)
(ANOVA, p � 0.05; no effect of stimulus type or site).

Similarly, all off-cells displayed a pause in activity in response
to mechanical noxious stimulation (n � 17). Moreover, the du-
ration of the off-cell pause was comparable whether the with-
drawal was evoked using heat (20.8 � 6.0 s) or the 100 g von Frey

Figure 1. Histologically verified locations of recording sites in nerve-injured (filled symbols)
and control (open symbols) animals. VII, Facial nucleus. The distance from the interaural line is
indicated. Sections are adapted from Paxinos and Watson (1997). The distribution of neurons
recorded in nerve-injured rats overlapped that for those recorded in unoperated and sham-
operated controls.

Figure 2. A–C, An on-cell and off-cell recorded simultaneously in a normal, unoperated
control animal illustrate characteristic burst and pause associated with reflex evoked by noxious
heat (A), 100 g von Frey fiber applied to the left hindpaw (B), and 100 g von Frey fiber applied to
the right hindpaw (C). EMG trace was rectified and smoothed (0.05 s) to show the magnitude
and timing of the withdrawal. Individual spikes are shown for each cell. Heat stimulus (ramped
from a hold temperature of 35°C to a maximum of 53°C at 1.5°C/s) was delivered using contact
Peltier device. The time of von Frey fiber application is indicated by a bracket below the trace.
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fiber (left paw, 24.2 � 10.3 s; right paw, 15.7 � 7.4 s; ANOVA, p �
0.05; no effect of stimulus type or side).

Neutral cells, defined as showing no change in activity related
to heat-evoked withdrawal, also uniformly failed to respond to
mechanical noxious stimulation (n � 19), with no change in
firing rate during application of the von Frey filament or imme-
diately after its removal (ANOVA, p � 0.05 compared with pre-
stimulus period).

On-cells and off-cells thus responded in a qualitatively and
quantitatively similar manner during withdrawals evoked by heat
and by a noxious punctate mechanical stimulus. Neutral cells
were unresponsive during both heat-evoked and mechanically
evoked reflexes. RVM neurons can therefore be classified as on-
cells, off-cells, and neutral cells based on reflex-related changes in
firing or the absence of such changes whether that reflex is evoked
by a thermal or mechanical noxious stimulus. In addition, nox-
ious mechanical stimulation of the left or right paws elicited sim-
ilar neuronal responses, which argues against a somatotopic pref-
erence for these neurons.

Nerve injury produced mechanical hypersensitivity in lightly
anesthetized rats
Nerve injury led to marked mechanical hypersensitivity on the
ligated side, in both the awake and anesthetized state. When
tested �1 week after surgery while awake, nerve-injured animals
showed a significantly lower paw withdrawal threshold on the
ligated side compared with the contralateral, nonligated side (Fig.
3). Paw withdrawal thresholds on the left and right sides were not
significantly different from one another in the sham-operated
and unoperated groups, nor were there significant differences in
threshold between these two control groups.

Paw withdrawal threshold was subsequently retested under
anesthesia during the electrophysiological experiments, and was
substantially elevated under anesthesia compared with the awake
state in all groups. Thresholds measured in the unoperated and
sham-operated groups under anesthesia were in the range nor-
mally considered noxious (60 or 100 g von Frey fiber) (Fig. 3).
Animals in the nerve-injured group maintained a clear mechan-
ical hypersensitivity in the side ipsilateral to the ligation (left),
with a significantly lower threshold compared with the nonli-
gated side (right), and to the unoperated and sham-operated
animals (Fig. 3). Moreover, the latency for paw withdrawal on the
ligated side decreased, and the magnitude of the withdrawal in-
creased, as the stimulus force was increased throughout the in-
nocuous range in nerve-injured animals (Fig. 4). Animals sub-
jected to spinal nerve ligation thus displayed a graded allodynia
under light barbiturate anesthesia.

In addition to the decrease in withdrawal threshold into the
innocuous range (“allodynia”), animals with nerve injury also
displayed mechanical hyperalgesia under anesthesia, manifested
as a shorter latency for withdrawal to noxious stimulation of the
ligated side compared with the paw on the contralateral side.
Latencies on the injured side were also significantly shorter than
those displayed by unoperated and sham-operated control ani-
mals (Fig. 4, responses to 60 and 100 g von Frey filaments). Al-
though the paw withdrawal magnitude increased through the
innocuous range on the injured side, this parameter reached a
plateau at noxious forces, with no difference among groups in the
magnitude of the EMG response evoked using the 100 g stimulus
(Fig. 4) or noxious heat (data not shown) (ANOVA, p � 0.05).

Mechanical stimulation of the paw on the ligated side thus
evoked a graded response, with a decreasing latency and an in-
creasing response magnitude as stimulus force was increased. The

latency to respond to a noxious von Frey stimulus was also re-
duced in nerve-injured animals compared with sham-operated
and unoperated controls. Thus, both allodynia and mechanical
hyperalgesia were detectable under light methohexital anesthesia
after nerve injury.

Thermal withdrawal was tested only under anesthesia. In con-
trast with mechanical allodynia and hyperalgesia, thermal hyper-
algesia was not seen after nerve injury in the lightly anesthetized
animals. That is, there was no difference in the temperature at
which paw withdrawal occurred among unoperated, sham-

Figure 3. Mechanical withdrawal thresholds obtained while animals were awake and then
again under light methohexital anesthesia during neuronal recording session. When nerve-
injured animals were tested while awake, the paw withdrawal (PW) threshold ipsilateral to the
ligation was significantly lower than on the contralateral side (Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test,
p � 0.001), and thresholds both ipsilateral and contralateral to the ligation were significantly
different from sham-operated and unoperated controls (Kruskal–Wallis, p � 0.0004). In com-
parison with thresholds obtained during awake testing, thresholds were elevated when subse-
quently retested under anesthesia during electrophysiological studies, but mechanical allo-
dynia was maintained ipsilateral to the lesion (threshold on the ligated side significantly less
than nonligated; Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test, p � 0.001; and compared with unoperated or
sham-operated groups, Kruskal–Wallis, p � 0.0001). Thresholds of sham-operated animals
were not significantly different from normal unoperated controls in any case (mean � SEM;
#p � 0.05 compared with unoperated animals; **p � 0.01 compared with nonligated side;
10 –18 animals per group).
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operated, and nerve-injured animals (45.6 � 0.6°C; ANOVA, p �
0.05; n � 10 –18 animals/group).

On-cell responses after nerve injury
Responses of on-cells to both innocuous and noxious mechanical
stimuli were altered after nerve injury. On-cells recorded in
nerve-injured rats (n � 11) displayed a burst of activity associated
with withdrawals evoked by innocuous mechanical stimulation,
as illustrated in the example of Figure 5. Mechanical stimulation
as low as 6 g applied to the ligated paw produced a neuronal
response concomitant with the withdrawal reflex (shown in the

EMG traces below the neuronal data). In contrast, mechanical
stimulation of the nonligated paw evoked neuronal and behav-
ioral responses only at noxious forces (60 and 100 g filaments).
On-cells recorded in unoperated (n � 8) and sham-operated
controls (n � 9) responded only when stimulus force was suffi-
cient to evoke a withdrawal (Fig. 6, 60 and 100 g filaments). The
on-cell burst was thus tightly linked to the behavioral withdrawal
in both control and nerve-injured animals, ipsilateral and con-
tralateral to the injury.

The peak firing rate during the burst evoked by innocuous
stimulation of the ligated paw increased with stimulus force in
the nerve-injured animals (Fig. 7). On-cell activation after nerve
injury thus paralleled allodynia in showing a graded response to
tactile stimulation. When the paw withdrawal was evoked by
noxious heat or von Frey stimulation at noxious forces (60 or
100 g filaments), the peak firing rate was equivalent across groups
(nerve-injured, unoperated, and sham-operated), demonstrat-
ing a ceiling effect in firing rate. Because response magnitude also
reached a plateau at noxious levels, this finding is consistent with
the recent suggestion that the reflex-related on-cell burst contrib-
utes to the force of nocifensor withdrawal (Jinks et al., 2007).
However, the duration of the reflex-related burst was prolonged
when the ligated paw was stimulated compared with the nonli-
gated paw (35.6 � 10.2 vs 8.6 � 3.8 s; p � 0.03, paired t test). This
is also shown in the cumulative firing rate histogram generated
for the on-cells at noxious mechanical stimulation (100 g) on the
ligated and for the nonligated paw (Fig. 8). There was a significant
increase in the area under the firing rate curve, indicating that the
overall neuronal response of the on-cells was larger when the
ligated paw was stimulated compared with the nonligated side
( p � 0.05, paired t test).

Basal firing rates in on-cells recorded in nerve-injured, sham
operated, and normal animals were comparable (ANOVA, p �
0.05).

These data demonstrate sensitization of RVM on-cells to me-
chanical stimulation of the ligated side after nerve injury. On-
cells exhibited a burst of activity that paralleled behavioral allo-
dynia, and reflex-related peak firing rate increased with stimulus
force through the innocuous range. In addition, when noxious
mechanical stimulation was applied, the on-cell response to stim-
ulation of the nerve-injured side was prolonged and enhanced
compared with the contralateral side.

Off-cell responses after nerve injury
Responses of off-cells to both innocuous and noxious mechanical
stimuli were altered after nerve injury. Off-cells recorded in
nerve-injured animals (n � 9) exhibited a pause in firing associ-
ated with withdrawals evoked by innocuous mechanical stimula-
tion, as illustrated in the example of Figure 9. In this animal,
mechanical stimulation as low as 8 g applied to the foot on the
ligated side produced a pause concomitant with the withdrawal
(shown in the EMG traces below). In contrast, mechanical stim-
ulation of the paw on the contralateral, nonligated side evoked
neuronal and behavioral responses only at noxious forces. Off-
cells recorded in unoperated (n � 6) and sham-operated (n � 11)
control animals responded only when the stimulus force was
sufficient to evoke a withdrawal (Fig. 6, 60 and 100 g fibers). As
with the on-cell burst, the off-cell pause was thus tightly linked to
the behavioral withdrawal in control as well as in nerve-injured
animals.

Although the duration of the off-cell pause is quite variable, it
can serve as a reasonably good index of the magnitude of the
neuronal response, analogous to peak firing rate measured for the

Figure 4. Paw withdrawal (PW) latency and magnitude evoked by various von Frey fila-
ments. The paw withdrawal latency was measured from the application of the von Frey fiber to
the paw withdrawal detected by EMG. The paw withdrawal magnitude was measured as the
area under the rectified smoothed EMG curve. In nerve-injured animals, stimulation of the paw
on the ligated side evoked reflex withdrawals when innocuous forces were applied (6, 8, 10,
15 g). Unoperated and sham-operated animals responded only to stimuli of noxious intensities
(60 and 100 g). The paw withdrawal latency decreased, and the paw withdrawal magnitude
increased, as the von Frey fiber force increased, in both cases showing a significant linear trend
(within-subject ANOVA, p � 0.0001; n � 18). With stimulation at noxious intensity, nerve-
injured animals responded with a significantly shorter latency to stimulation of the ligated paw
compared with nonligated, and to unoperated or sham-operated controls (*p � 0.05, ligated
compared with nonligated side, as well as to unoperated and sham-operated controls; n �
10 –18 animals per group). Magnitude of the response reached an apparent maximum at 60
and 100 g, so that the response evoked from the nerve-injured animals was not different from
that produced in unoperated and sham-operated controls. Data are expressed as mean � SEM.
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on-cell population. The off-cell pause duration increased with
stimulus force, and at noxious mechanical stimulus intensities,
the off-cell pause was significantly longer with stimulation of the
ligated compared with nonligated paw (Fig. 10).

Basal firing rates of off-cells and the duration of the pause
associated with heat-evoked withdrawal recorded in nerve-
injured, sham-operated, and normal animals were comparable
(ANOVA, p � 0.05).

Off-cells, like on-cells, are thus sensitized to mechanical stim-
ulation of the ligated paw, with novel responses to innocuous
tactile stimulation that parallel behavioral allodynia, and pro-
longed responses to noxious mechanical stimulation ipsilateral to
the injury.

Neutral cells are unaffected by both thermal and mechanical
noxious stimuli
Neutral cells, defined as showing no change in activity associated
with a noxious heat-evoked withdrawal reflex, similarly showed
no change in activity when mechanical stimulation was used in
unoperated, sham-operated, or nerve-injured animals (ANOVA,
p � 0.05; 6 –10 cells per group). This was not for the lack of
behavioral allodynia, as shown in the example in Figure 11, in
which a withdrawal was obtained with stimulus forces as low as
6 g. Basal firing rates of neutral cells recorded in nerve-injured,

sham-operated, and normal animals were
comparable (ANOVA, p � 0.05).

Discussion
These results demonstrate that on- and
off-cells in the RVM develop novel re-
sponses to light touch after nerve injury,
and display exaggerated responses to nox-
ious mechanical stimulation. Associated
with these abnormal neuronal responses
are behavioral allodynia and mechanical
hyperalgesia, comparable with that dem-
onstrated in awake behaving animals, and
generally accepted as a model for neuro-
pathic pain.

Responses of on- and off-cells
are reflex-related
The on/off/neutral cell framework was
originally based on changes in firing asso-
ciated with the withdrawal evoked by ap-
plication of noxious heat to the tail (Fields
et al., 1983). It was subsequently extended
to heat-evoked paw withdrawal (Neubert
et al., 2004), and further validated by the
consistent pharmacology within the dif-
ferent classes (Heinricher and Ingram,
2007). Some authors have nevertheless
argued that this classification applies prin-
cipally, if not exclusively, to noxious heat
(Ellrich et al., 2000; Schnell et al., 2002),
because a small number of “atypical” neu-
rons reportedly responded differently to
noxious heat and pinch. However, in these
reports, atypical cells were not classified
based on reflex-related activity, and stim-
ulus intensity was not normalized relative
to reflex threshold, limiting comparisons
to the reflex-related categorization used
here.

This issue was critical for the present study, because mechan-
ical allodynia and hyperalgesia are central manifestations of clin-
ically significant neuropathic pain. We therefore systematically
compared the responses of RVM neurons during withdrawals
evoked by noxious thermal versus mechanical stimulation. These
stimuli resulted in similar response patterns in all neurons tested,
and response magnitudes were comparable. Moreover, cells
identified as neutral cells using heat-evoked withdrawal similarly
failed to respond during stimulation using the von Frey fila-
ments. These data emphasize that on- and off-cells should be
identified based on nocifensor reflex-related changes in firing
regardless of the modality of the cutaneous stimulus used to
evoke the reflex, highlighting their role as modulatory, rather
than sensory, neurons.

RVM pain-modulating neurons after nerve injury
Previous investigators failed to identify significant changes in the
ongoing or noxious-evoked activity of RVM neurons after nerve
injury (Luukko and Pertovaara, 1993; Pertovaara and Wei, 2000;
Pertovaara et al., 2001). However, animals in those studies were
deeply anesthetized, so it was not possible to classify RVM neu-
rons using reflex-related changes in firing, and effects of innocu-
ous mechanical stimuli were apparently not tested. Using the

Figure 5. Example of an on-cell response to von Frey fiber stimulation in an animal with nerve injury. Stimulation of the ligated
side (left column) compared with the nonligated side (right column). Behavioral responses to the same stimuli are shown below.
Histograms of cell activity (1 s bins) and EMG are an average of three trials at each stimulus force, aligned around the onset of the
reflex (time 0). A thermal noxious stimulus (heat; applied only on the ligated side) evoked a neuronal and EMG response similar to
that elicited by mechanical noxious stimulation of either foot.
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on/off/neutral cell classification and a lightly anesthetized rat
preparation with demonstrated behavioral hypersensitivity, we
now show enhanced mechanical sensitivity of both on-cells and
off-cells. Both classes respond to innocuous punctate stimulation
of the paw ipsilateral to the injury, and the neuronal thresholds
closely track the withdrawal threshold measured behaviorally. In
addition, neuronal responses evoked by frankly noxious stimuli
are prolonged. Our findings thus demonstrate altered responses
specific to identified pain-modulating neurons in the RVM after
nerve injury. Although anesthesia can influence the activity of
RVM neurons (Oliveras et al., 1991a,b; Jinks et al., 2004), respon-
siveness is generally reduced, not enhanced, under anesthesia
compared with the awake state, and it is likely that these neurons
would be as sensitive or even more sensitive to mechanical stim-
ulation in awake behaving animals.

The on-cell burst and off-cell pause have generally been
viewed as all-or-nothing events (Fields and Heinricher, 1985).
Our findings in normal animals were consistent with this in that
on- and off-cell responses associated with reflexes evoked by nox-
ious heat or high-intensity von Frey stimulation were compara-
ble. It was therefore surprising that the on-cell burst and off-cell

pause were graded with the intensity of the tactile stimulation
delivered to the neuropathic paw. For off-cells, this pattern was
continued into the noxious range after nerve injury, and the
pause was significantly prolonged when a withdrawal was evoked
by stimulation ipsilateral to the injury. For on-cells, intensity
coding shifted from firing rate to burst duration as the stimulus
reached noxious intensities, which may be analogous to the after-
discharges observed in dorsal horn neurons after nerve injury
(Pitcher and Henry, 2000). These data thus reveal a capacity for
intensity encoding within the RVM, at least after nerve injury.

The function of neutral cells remains unclear. Spinal 5HT3

receptors have been implicated in nerve injury pain, and a subset

Figure 6. Comparison of the mechanical thresholds for the concurrent behavioral with-
drawal and on- and off-cell responses (burst and pause, respectively) to stimulation of the left
(ipsilateral) hindpaw. With one exception, behavioral and neuronal thresholds were identical
(for on-cells, 8 –11 cells per group, for off-cells, 6 –11 cells per group; data expressed as
mean � SEM).

Figure 7. On-cell peak firing rate as a function of the von Frey filament force. Activity re-
corded during stimulation of the ligated side in nerve-injured animals compared with nonli-
gated side and to activity recorded in sham-operated and normal, unoperated controls. With
stimulation of the ligated side, peak firing rate increased in a graded manner with stimulus force
through the innocuous range (within-subject ANOVA showed a significant linear trend, p �
0.0001). At noxious intensities, peak firing rate was equivalent across groups and similar to
activity associated with noxious thermal stimulation (8 –11 cells per group; data expressed as
mean � SEM).

Figure 8. Cumulative spike histogram compares the on-cell population response to noxious
mechanical stimulation of the ligated and nonligated paw in nerve-injured animals. The 100 g
von Frey filament, 0.5 s bins aligned with first spike of on-cell burst. (Analysis includes only a
subset of trials on which complete paired data were available; 24 trials, 8 cells.) Although there
was no difference in peak firing rate, the overall on-cell response to stimulation of the ligated
paw was larger than to stimulation of the nonligated paw.
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of neutral cells, but not on- and off-cells, are serotonergic, at least
in normal animals (Suzuki et al., 2004; Winkler et al., 2006) [but
see Zhang et al. (2006) for a different view]. However, it is not
impossible that on-cells gain the ability to express serotonin after
nerve injury. In addition, some high-threshold or “uncommit-
ted” neurons that would be classified as neutral cells under nor-
mal conditions might be recruited into the pain-modulating
population of the RVM and develop reflex-related responses after
nerve injury (Miki et al., 2002). Unfortunately, in the absence of
a preinjury baseline, it is impossible to know whether some of the
neurons classified as on-cells or off-cells after nerve injury would
have been considered neutral cells if recorded before the injury.
These experiments thus provide no information about the stabil-
ity of the on-cell/off-cell/neutral cell classification with injury, or
the role of neutral cells in neuropathic pain.

Role of RVM neurons in pain after nerve injury
A host of studies using selective activation and inactivation of the
different RVM cell classes now clearly demonstrate opposing
roles for on-cells and off-cells: on-cells exert a net pronociceptive
effect, whereas off-cells have a net antinociceptive effect. Selective
activation of on-cells results in hyperalgesia, and hypoalgesia
can be produced by disinhibition or activation of off-cells

(Heinricher and Tortorici, 1994; Hein-
richer et al., 1994; Heinricher and
Neubert, 2004; Neubert et al., 2004). These
findings are bolstered by correlative
observations in different hyperalgesic
states including acute inflammation
(Kincaid et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2007), acute
opioid withdrawal (Bederson et al., 1990;
Ossipov et al., 2004), and models of sys-
temic illness and acute stress (Heinricher
et al., 2004; Martenson and Heinricher,
2007), all of which are associated with an
increase in on-cell firing and suppression
of off-cell discharge.

On-cells are activated by cholecystoki-
nin (Heinricher and Neubert, 2004), and
studies in awake, behaving animals sug-
gested that an abnormal, cholecystokinin-
mediated input to on-cells plays a critical
role in neuropathic pain (Kovelowski et
al., 2000; Porreca et al., 2001; Burgess et al.,
2002). The present observations of low-
ered threshold and enhanced responses of
both on- and off-cells after nerve injury
support this view, but also point to sup-
pression of descending inhibition from
off-cells as an additional factor in allo-
dynia and hyperalgesia. It would certainly
be useful to examine the development of
this abnormal sensitivity in the RVM, be-
cause behavioral allodynia and hyperalge-
sia do not require the RVM for the first
several days after the injury (Burgess et al.,
2002).

Although we saw no difference in on-
going activity between nerve-injured and
control groups, the prolonged burst and
pause are likely to be particularly impor-
tant in behavioral hypersensitivity, partic-
ularly in experimental paradigms with re-

peated testing or with persistent stimulation of the affected area
that might occur as part of normal activity. With continued acti-
vation of on-cells and inhibition of off-cells, this would result in a
shift in the balance within the RVM over time so that output from
on-cells predominates over that from off-cells, as in inflamma-
tory paradigms (Kincaid et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2007).

Mechanisms for abnormal RVM activity
Although increasing behavioral and pharmacological evidence
demonstrates an important role for supraspinal circuitry in neu-
ropathic pain states, we have almost no mechanistic information
as to how supraspinal circuitry is altered in these conditions. Our
findings now document lowered threshold and increased respon-
siveness of identified pain-modulating neurons in the RVM, but
do not reveal the basis for the observed changes. One possibility is
that changes in RVM reflect altered peripheral inputs and pro-
cessing at the level of the dorsal horn, which has been well docu-
mented (Campbell and Meyer, 2006). Arguing against this view is
the fact that responses of the wide-dynamic range population to
von Frey stimulation are reported to be only modestly enhanced
or even depressed after spinal nerve ligation (Palecek et al., 1992;
Pertovaara et al., 1997; Chapman et al., 1998; Chu et al., 2004).
This would suggest that the changes in the RVM do not simply

Figure 9. Example of an off-cell response to von Frey fiber stimulation in an animal with nerve injury. Stimulation of the ligated
side (left column) compared with the nonligated side (right column). Behavioral responses to the same stimuli shown below.
Histograms of cell activity (1 s bins) and EMG are average of three trials at each stimulus force, aligned around the onset of the
reflex (time 0). A thermal noxious stimulus was applied only on the ligated side (heat) and evoked a neuronal and EMG response
similar to that elicited by mechanical noxious stimulation of either foot.
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mirror changes at the level of the dorsal horn. However, if it is
assumed that on- and off-cells receive inputs originating from
channels that are normally “nociceptive-specific,” novel re-
sponses in RVM could be explained if such inputs were to develop
sensitivity to innocuous stimuli after nerve injury.

Another possible explanation for our findings is sensitization
of RVM neurons or of supraspinal centers that influence pain-
modulating circuits of the RVM (Millecamps et al., 2007; Tracey
and Mantyh, 2007). Changes intrinsic to the RVM are well doc-
umented during inflammation (Wei et al., 1999; Guan et al.,
2002; Miki et al., 2002; Imbe et al., 2005, 2007; Guo et al., 2006),
and the behavioral data indicate that the dorsal horn in isolation
does not maintain neuropathic behavior (Porreca et al., 2002; Bee
and Dickenson, 2007). It is therefore plausible that RVM pain-
modulating neurons, like the dorsal horn, are sensitized to tactile
stimulation after nerve injury.
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